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Job market
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• Mr. Larsen and Mr. Peccatiello argues for some time now, that BLS’ job statistics are possibly overstated.

• On the 13th of December the Philadelphia FED issued a research, where basically is asserting, that 1’121’500 new jobs
are not existing and only 10’500 new jobs were added during Q2 2022.
• Philly FED is apparently based on 11 million of companies, vs the approach of BLS with only 600k companies. Therefore
it is right to assert, that the Philly FED’s statistic is much more accurate that the BLS.

• In addition, Q3 should be even worst, with the worse job market ever and the Philly FED is therefore asserting, we are
already in recession, meanwhile the FED stubbornly asserts, that the US economy is still slightly growing.

• The FED is keeping the hawkish monetary policy, mostly to regain credibility, but by doing so and with fundamentals clearly
talking another language, the FED is most probably going to totally lose credibility.

• Meanwhile Mr. Bill Gross warns of chaos ahead for US housing and bond markets if the FED keeps pushing up interest rates.

• What an investor should do? We continue to rely on our multiple sources on fundamentals, but we have to include the technical
analysis in our investment process, in order to limit the drawdown, in case the FED is in fact “pushing too hard”. Unfortunately,
after the latest Powell’s speech, we are also not confident anymore, if equity market are going to hold the 200d moving average,
which has been the most important technical support for the last 11 years.

• We would add a way to say from one of our long standing client: You cannot fight a thunderstorm!
• We are surprised, that no one is talking about this tremendous news and even Mr. Larsen/Peccatiello have not given
commentaries, especially being the 2 experts arguing of such possible miscalculation.



BLS overstated over 1’1121’500 new jobs
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Source: Philadelphia FED



What if we would experience a proper recession?
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• Mr. Peccatiello argues, that historically the FED cuts by 300
bps in one year, in case of a proper recession.
• Currently, it is still priced by equity markets and bonds as
a low probability event.

• The market implied probability, that the FED cuts from 5% to
2% by June 2024, is currently still below 20%

Source: Mr. Peccatiello



U.S. Stock market discounting a recession?
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• In our recent weekly reports we included the charts of Bank
Vontobel and Deutsche Bank, showing, that equity markets are
bottoming already during a recession and while EPS are still
falling.

• We would like to include also the right-hand chart of Alpine
macro, which basically shows, that historically, when stock
market fall over 20% and multiples are down 25% , it seems
that a recession is priced in.

• Alpine macro further argues, that while E (earnings) is falling
during a recession, also bond yields are, which is
translated into a lower discount rate for DCF valuation
model, and therefore the P (price = valuation) should
increase.

• This is quite in line with the arguments of KTS for 2023 and we
would like to add, during a recession and falling yields, market
participants are starting to discount a future rebound of the
economy. For this reason, we are confident, that 2023 is going
to be a good year for equities. Mr. Chen Zhao of Alpine Macro



Macro
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• Last week we argued, that the FED and ECB are too hawkish, risking to cause a unnecessary deep recession. We were
wondering, if governments are accepting such central bank’s behavior or are going to react against it. Promptly, Italian politicians
criticized the ECB’s increase in borrowing costs, pointing to rising tensions between Giorgia Meloni’s government and
Frankfurt officials.

• December Philadelphia Index is showing new orders sank further into contraction, prices moved down, but are still
expanding. Delivery times sank, average workweek now firmly in contraction and employment fell to the lowest since June 2020.
Everything is actually in line to ease pressure on the FED, but still at level for a soft landing not a hard one, fact which should
support equity markets.

• US wage growth is still a negative real one, having the inflation higher than the salary increase.

• The US PCE is in line with expectation and unfortunately not lower and for this reason equity markets are still consolidation on a
very dangerous level (200d moving average) and do not have many positive triggers for a rebound.

• Also as recently mentioned, in nominal terms, US retail sales are higher than 2021, but unfortunately in real term are down
1.6% over the last year and peaked in March 2021.



Macro
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• Meanwhile Mr. Powell says, that his favorite indicator is the non core service ex housing, which is correlated to the job market
and wage inflation. The FED argues, the labor market is still to strong, but as we have previously analyzed the number of the Philly
FED, it is not the case.

• Experts, like Mr. Derek Tang, asserts, that the wage-price spiral is more a fear of the FED, rather than a fact. We tend to agree.

• An additional pressure for equity market was the Bank of Japan, which increased the target of the 10-year yield to +/-0.5% and
therefore market participants are speculating, that the BoJ will soon also start to tightening as ECB and the FED. According to
Julius Baer, the BoJ is still in coordination with the government, in order to support fiscal stimulus to address higher inflation. Wage
negotiations next year remain crucial to decide whether the BoJ will follow other central banks and exit its extraordinarily loose
monetary policy stance. KTS believes, the move was done in order to reduce speculation against the JPY. KTS is not invested in
Japan and does not intend to do so, even if market participants are arguing, that valuations are very attractive.

• The BoJ’s move has also further repercussions on the US Treasury positioning and USD. On the chart of Mr. Ishihara, not
included, we could analyze, that the BoJ is holding only 6% of US Treasuries longer than 2 years, vs 10% in 2020 and 20+%
in early 2004. Who is going to full the missing gap between supply and demand on US T-bill, not having BoJ as a buyer? And not
having other countries neither? Only the FED is in the position to do so and therefore it is not possible to apply the QT in 2023.



Macro
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• Mr. Mohamed El-Erian is asserting on his blog, that the main contagion risk for the BoJ’s move would be forced sale of
credit and other foreign assets by Japanese institutions. For the moment, the move in JGB yields is not large enough as
of now to force such sales and most probably the BoJ is not going to increase interest rates that high to cause such forced sales.

• As we know, the reduction of M2 money supply from the global economy by central banks, caused the highest wealth destruction
in the history during 2022. Amazon is the first mega-caps, to see its market cap falling over USD 1 trillion and the combined
drawdowns of all the mega-caps (Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Meta and Tesla) is over USD 5 trillion.



Fond manager survey are net overweight bonds for the first time since Apr 09
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• We include the chart of BofA, where we can analyze, that fund
managers are again overweight bonds for the first time
since April 2009.

• From a contrarian point of view, it would be a bearish signal,
but KTS also believes, yields are again attractive enough, to be
invested in the asset class. In addition to the fact, that we are
convinced, that yields are going to fall in line with the falling
inflation.

• In another chart of BofA (not included) we are also noticing,
that investors expect also Stocks, corporate bonds and
commodities to be the best performing asset in 2023.

Source: BofA via Syz group



Technical analysis on the Nasdaq 100 Index
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• As previously argued, fundamentals would be actually positive for equity markets, having inflation peaked, falling open jobs and
a slowdown of the global economy. But unfortunately, central banks hawkishness is still a significant burden for markets.

• Only the technical analysis can help us, to recognize the direction of financial markets. Equity market are still consolidating over
the lows of the 12th October, which is our stop loss level. Meanwhile the put/call ratio reached again levels never seen before.

The lows of the 12th October is the major support for the Nasdaq 100 Index. Only with a clear breakout of the downtrend channel, we are out of the bear market



Technical analysis on the Nasdaq 100 Index
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• If equity markets are not able to rebound from this consolidation base and would break down the lows of October 2022, we will
definitely increase liquidity and most probably we will need to go short in order to hedge a part of the long portfolio into mega
trends, our core asset allocation, which we are not going to reduce.

• The October’s lows coincide with the 200d moving average and next support would only be at 8k points: -20% lower.

50% Fibonacci from 2008 bull market would be at 8’738 points, the uptrend line at around 8k points.



Equity: double-digit losses typically lead to gains
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• Mr. Monchau shows 2 interesting charts in his latest research: a possible silver lining after US equity double-digit decline in 2022
is the fact, that historically (since 1936), of 9 prior years with double-digit losses, 7 following year experienced double-digit
gains.

• Since 1928, only in 4 occasions over 18, the S&P500 Index was followed again by a negative year (source: both charts
Ritholtz Wealth Management via Syz group).

Over 9 years with double-digit losses, 7 following years were positive Only 4 over 18 were followed by an additional negative year



The good news is that it has rarely been worse than 2022
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• We like the chart of Mr. Kleintop, where we can notice, that the
year 2022 was one of the worst year with positive trading
days and the worse in more than a decade.

• As contrarian indicator, it should be a bullish sign.

Source: Jeffrey Kleintop



The peak of inflation is historically the start of an equity’s rebound
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• KTS can not check the calculation of the average trajectory following major peaks in CPI across 12 historical episodes from 1950
done by GMI, but according to them, the peak of inflation is normally the start of the rebound of equity (left-hand chart).

• In addition, GMI also brings an interesting chart, showing that the newsletter writer bullishness has dropped to a point where
some of the major market bottoms have been found historically (right-hand chart).

Source: GMI Source: GMI via chartstorm



Extreme bearish sentiment combined with lowest mid caps valuations
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• The source @mattcerminaro brings a similar chart, based on individual investor bearishness (different survey AAII): the bearish
sentiment (rolling 54 week average) is at 45%, last time we had the same reading was March 2009 (start of the bull
market).

• Meanwhile the source chartstorm is showing an interesting chart, whereby mid-cap equity valuations (S&P 400 P/E ratio) is
trading at near lowest levels ever.

• In addition, we are still reading charts arguing, that despite all the bearishness, there is still not an outflow in equity and no sign
of capitulation. Also the US household equity allocation in equity remain at near record-highs (50%).

• We would like to re-connect to our chart of last week, where we stubbornly believe, US retails have not sold positions due to
higher tax gain from January 2022, but on the same time, they were hedging via put options (highest volume ever).

Extrem bearishness (source: mattcerminaro) Mid cap equity valuations trading near trough levels (chartstorm)



The CPI is collapsing
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• We want to included 3 charts, where we can analyze, that the
CPI inflation with private new rent indices was deflationary
in October 2022 and US CPI core services prices collapsed
at the end of October.

• In addition medical care services prices are in deflationary
territory in October 2022.

Source: GS Source GIS

Source: Jason Furman



General news
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• Apparently on the 16th December 2022, the White House says it will start refilling strategic petroleum reserve and the oil
price had an intra-day spike. As recently argued, we believe, there are multiple triggers, which should support the oil price and for
this reason, we stay invested in the sector, which is trading at the most attractive valuation in the equity asset class, as also
materials and gold/silver miners.

• The SEC is changing regulations on insider selling. In fact, company directors will need newly to wait at least 90 days
between then they schedule a trade and sell their shares. Companies also will have to report on their executives’ use of trading
plans in quarterly reports.

• We will see more detail on the slide 19, but the demand for both gold and silver has been exceeding mines and scrap
supply for at least 2 years.

• We are reading in KingWorldNews, that having Putin & top ministers visiting Belarus, meanwhile Mr. Medvedev visiting Xi on
Putin’s “personal message” in addition to Mr. Zelensky visiting DC and Mr. Putin attending Defence Ministry’s board meeting,
something major is coming. Of course such blog, which is for gold bulls, is expecting an escalation. KTS has no opinion, but will
further search for more explanations. Unfortunately we can not base our investment strategy on guessing, but we are open for
inputs, in order to consolidate our geopolitical “puzzle”. The Swiss press is also mentioning today, that the Russian Navy and
submarines substantially increased activities an are moving direction Ukraine and therefore suspects, something major could
happen in the near term.



General news Asia / China
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• The newspaper Financial Times had the headline: wealthy nations offer Vietnam USD 15 billion-plus deal to shift from coal
to alternative energy. This is clearly supporting our investment in the country.

• Similar packages has being done also for Indonesia and South Africa. Apparently it will be more the issue of ESG/green bonds
backed by guarantees from IMF, subscribed by big institutional funds.

• Chinese’s retail sales fell more than expected, while the industrial production disappointed. But China’s top leaders said they will
focus on boosting the economy next year, hinting at business-friendly policies, further support for the property market while
likely scaling back fiscal stimulus. The Chinese government want to revive consumption and support the private sector and the
target GDP growth is 5% or higher.



Global central banks accumulation of gold reserves, but production is falling
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• KTS has already posted several charts showing, that central banks are strongly accumulating gold, in a time where global
gold production is falling due to overwhelming pressure to adopt the green revolution and therefore declining interest from
miners in deploying capital to gold-focused projects and preferring to repay cash flows into dividends or shs buyback programs.

• On the left-hand chart, courtesy Mr. Costa, we can also notice, that gold holdings as % of foreign reserves in the 70’ gold was
representing 74% of total foreign reserves, constantly falling to 10% .

• We are now experiencing a rebound and Mr. Costa is rightly asserting, that gold is in the early stages of becoming the preferred
asset among central banks looking to improve the quality of their international reserves.

• Needless to add, that is very bullish for precious metals and it could be a new secular mega trend, in a time where the gold
industry is at inflection point, with falling production.

Source: Mr. Costa of Crescat Capital Source: USGS via Crescat Capital



Solar power
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• According to a report of the IEA, solar power is expected to
surpass coal in 5 years.

• IEA adds, renewable energy should become the largest source
of electricity generation a soon as 2025, bringing the total
capacity to 2’950GW by 2027.

• It will be needed an additional 800GW to reach net zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

• We do not know the reliability of the targets and if it is realistic
to reach them in such short timetable. Nevertheless, it is a
great support for our investment into the green transition.

Source: Financial times



Purchasing power
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• A picture is worth a thousand words.

• The right-hand chart represents, what KTS is trying to argue
over years now, namely, at the end of the day, with financial
repression from high indebted countries, the currency’s
devaluation of states with weak balance sheets, combined with
high inflation and economic growth, and finally pension funds,
which are not reaching a real yields; the purchasing power of
the middle and lower class is going to dramatically fall over
the next decades.

• With an horizon of over 20 years, the normal citizen he will not
be able to afford the same life’s standard as today.

Source: CharlieBilello and Charts via Syz group



Global Innovation Index 2022
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• We are proudly including the global innovation index for the
year 2022, where we can notice, that Switzerland is again the
top innovative country worldwide.

Source: The Visual Capitalist via Syz group



A hierarchy of thinking styles
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• Not much to add.

Source: Think again, Adam Grant via Syz group



11 mega-conglomerates and the brands that they own
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• We would like to include the following chart, courtesy Ms. Noel
of Syz group, which is giving a perfect idea, of the major
consumer discretionary’s monopoly.

• Those are market leaders with purchasing power. At the
moment every professional investor is advising to buy them as
defensive stocks for “raining days” , because such companeis
have the possibility to increase prices in an inflationary
environment and therefore keep a constant profitability.

• But valuations are of course not cheap and as soon equity
markets are going to rebound, investors are going to sell, for
more attractive investment opportunities.

• Nevertheless, KTS is exposed to the segment, being invested
in our best-in-class funds based on the volatility booster, whose
portfolio is basically long S&P 500 Futures.

Source: capitaloneshopping via Syz group



DISCLAIMER
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This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.


